ABSTRACT. The purpose of this paper is to give a negative answer to the following question (see Miller [4]): Do all Q-sets have strong measure zero?
Definitions
and standard facts. 1.1 Q-set. A set of reals A is a Q-set iff every subset of A is a relative Fa. The history of Q-sets can be found in Fleissner's paper [2] . We recall the following facts (i) If X is a Q-set then |A| < 2*° and 2lxl = 2H° = c.
(ii) Every Q-set has universal measure zero. (iii) Martin's axiom implies that if X Ç R and |A| < 2H°, then A is a Q-set. 1.2 Strong measure zero set. A set of reals X has strong measure zero iff given any sequence en > 0 for n < ui, X can be covered by a sequence of open sets Xn each having diameter less than en.
1.3 Ramsey ultra filters. An ultrafilter U Ç P(u>) is a Ramsey ultrafilter iff U contains the filter of cofinite sets and for any 7r: [to]2 -► 2 there is an A G U with ir constant on [A]2. For A,B subsets of w, we say that A Ç* B iff there exists nGu such that A -n Ç B.
We say that a family (Aa : a < k), k a cardinal, is a tower iff Aß C* Aa and ■a 2* Aß f°r every a < ß, and for every A Ç u, it is not the case that Va < k A C* Aa.
The following facts are well known. (i) Martin's axiom implies k = 2N°.
(ii) Martin's axiom implies that there exists a Ramsey ultrafilter which is generated by a tower.
Let U be a Ramsey ultrafilter over w. We define the following poset Ptj: the elements of Pu are ordered pairs (s,A) such that s G w<w, A G U, sups < inf A, and the order is given by: (s, A) < (t, B) iff s Ç t, B C A and t -s Ç A.
It is clear that Pu satisfies the countable chain condition and the generic object can be regarded as a subset of w characterized by being almost contained in every member of the filter U (see Mathias [5] ).
2. THEOREM. Let V be a model for ZFC'+Martin's axiom, let U G V be a Ramsey ultrafilter generated by a tower (Aa: a < c), let Ptj be the forcing notion defined above this U, and let G C Prj be a generic object over V. Then (iii) Let X G V n P(R) and |A| < c. Let h: X -» {0,1} be a Pry-name for a subset of X. By Mathias [5] , for every i G X there exists A, G U such that if n G Ai and s Ç n, then
Since U is generated by a tower, and |A| < c, there exists A G U such that for every i G X, A C* Ai. Therefore, for every i G X there exists n, € ui such that A -ru Ç Ai and n¿ G Ai. {i: h(i) = 0} = A n (IJ{Fí : (Vt G Xt)(h(i) = 0)}) ,
and this says that {i: h(i) = 0} is a Fa set relative to A. This completes the proof of (iii).
(iv) This fact is well known and the proof is obtained following the argument given by Baumgartner [1, §9] in which it is possible to replace Mathias' forcing by Pu and to use the results proven by Mathias [5] .
This concludes the proof of the theorem, and the following question arises: Is "ZFC+ Borel conjecture + there exists Q-set" consistent?
